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CHAPTER I 

1.1 Introduction 

Cooperation is one way of conducting certain parts 2_ 

of human life. Cooperation is connected with free man in self-
H-lQ__ 

regulated action. It is not a form of chari~ organisation. 

1-iem bers may imp rove their own welfare and that of their own 

fellows. 1-ioney is a connecting link of mutual service. 1 

Credit is the prelimL.'I'lary process of productive· 

effort. Credit has assumed an increasingly wide significance 

in sustaining the econcmic base of modern Indian rural economy. 

To-day, it constitutes the foundation upon which the .financial 

structure of the rural economy of India rests. It is a fact 

that credit is going to replace currency ~n money economy, even 

though money supply is the basis of credit creation. 

s. Jagannathan, Ex-Governor of the Reserve Bank of India 

stated : "The viability o.f the particular loan, a more econcmic 

Use and tum round of funds within the banking system are basic 

1 C.R.Fay, Cooperation at Home and Abroad, 1936, P. 1. 



necessity. Credit Planning involves ~inancial discipline. 

Credit is a scarce resource and more of it ~or some uses must 

mean less of it somewhere else. Credit is no substitute for 

capital and investment and it cannot be for long or much 

ahead o~ real savings. I~ credit is to play its role as an 

instrument o~ developm~nt, it has to be_ so regulated as not 

to make it a vehicle o~ inflation. n 2 

Bhattacharya.s.N. observed: ".A rural credit 
) 

cooperative may be looked at ~rem tvro angles - as a means 

and as an end. As a means its purpose is to provide help to 

its members in several ways on the principle of organised 

self-help. .As an end, its purpose is to promote the spirit 

o~ cooperation in the rural community in general and among 

2 

its members in particular. In other words, a rural credit 

cooperative operates at tvto levels viz., ~unctional and 

conceptual. Whereas the ~inancial aspect of a rural credit 

cooperative may vary depending upon the nature o~ the 

cooperative, the conceptual aspect is universal to all 

cooperatives, irrespective o~ the cooperative itsel~. In the

Ultimate analysis, the latter aspect assumes greater signi~icance 

than the former. ,,3 
.A strong base is an essential pre-requisite for 

strong structure. It will, however, be noted that in 

2-Reserve Bank of India Bulle~in, November, 1970, P. 1929. 
3 Bhattacharya, S.N., Vested Interests in North Bengal Rural 

Credit Cooperatives, Kurukshetra, Vol.20, 
JUly 1972, pp .17 - 18. 
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cooperative credit structure the base level organisations 

have not, by and large, developed into strong, efficient.and 

viable units as would lend the much needed structural support 

to the tiers above. The import&~ce of having a strong base 

level orga~isation was accepted from the very beginning, and 

with that end in view, the institutions at that level were 

from time to time put through series of reorganisation and 

structural experimentation. The results, however, continued 

to elude the objective. 4 

The first attempt was made in the year 1915 wh~n 

the Government of India appointed the Meclagan Committee which 

classified the credit societies into the following categories: 

(i) Primary Societies ; 

(ii) Cooperative Dhions ; 

(iii) Central Cooperative Banks ; and 

(iv) Provincial Cooperative Banks. 
' 

Then came the recommendations of the Reserve Bank 

of India, in the year 1937 for the organisation of multipurpose 

societies, which were endorsed by the cooperative planning 

committee appointed by the Government of India. In pursuance of 

these recommendations, multipurpose societies ~ere formed in 

Uttar Pradesh, Madras, Bombay and Mysore States. The Rural 

Credit Survey Canmittee appointed by the Reserve Bank of India 

4 First National Conference of District Central Cooperative 
Banks in the country (16-17 14ay 1978), Notes on 
.Agenda Papers, Bcmbay, P. 11. 



in 1951 recommended in its Report (1954) an "integrated 

approachn to cooperative credit. .An important aspect of the 

structural reorganisation of the cooperatives suggested by 

the committee concerned the agricultural credit society at 

the primary level. The ccmmittee recommended, among others, 

that ·the future development of primary credit structure 

should be in the direction of large societies coveririg such 

area of operation as could provide adequate business. 

·4 

In keeping with the recommendations of this 

committee and those of the Rural C~edit Survey Committee, 

schemes of cooperative development were drawn by different 

States which included organisation of large-sized societies 

but this resulted in the neglect of the very basic cooperative 

principle of mutual cohesion at the base level cooperative 

structure. This was not considered a healthy trend. 

Consequently, no large-sized societies were organised 

after 1958-59. 

All India Rural Credit Review Committee made 

recommendations for strengthening primary agricultural societies 

in 1959. 

Despite the recommendations of All India Rural Credit 

Review Committee that there may be no major changes in regard to 

the structure, it may be seen that changes continued to be 

p·ressed on the structure of primary agricultural cooperatives. 

Most of' the recommendations converged on the idea that the base 
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level organisation must be cooperative organisation, which 

will sigriify involvement of the very people for whom it was 

meant. However, the disturbing feature was the frequent 

changes by way of experiments raising confusion at the 

bottom, specially in the farmers. 5 

There are various processes of experimentation 

through which the primary agricultural credit structure has 

passed through since inception. Every experiment that was 

tried tended to enlarge confusion and responsible for further 

weakening of the structure because sufficient time was not 

reorganised structure after one re-organisation 

5 

given to the 

to prove its 
~----· 

efficacy. 6 First National Conference of District 
A_ 

Central Cooperative Banks in the country observed : 

"No more experiments should be done with the primary structure 

of credit cooperatives and the existing structure shoUld be 

allowed to continue at least for a decade without any 

structural changes. n7 

' 1.2 Available Scholarly Literature on Rural North Bengal 

.Apart from a few stray Government Publications, 
/ ~J;v~;l;l 

~very few scholastic literature are available on the aforesaid 

subjects. The lion-share of such works originate from mainly a 

single source namely, Bhattacharya, s. N1~, who since 1962 has 

5 First National Conference of District Central Cooperative 
Banks in the country (16-17 May 1978), P. 16. 

6 Ibid, P. 19. 

7 Ibid. 
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been working on various research projects individually on 

various aspects of rural North Bengal. Such an effort has 

produced uptil now the following which may be divided into 

two gro~s : (a) Thesis ; and (b) Articles. 

(a) Thesis : 

"Rural Conditions in Agricultural North Bengal" 

for which he was awarded the Ph.D. (Arts) degree in Economics 

of the calcutta University ( the thesis was prepared without 

any supervisor and it was submitted independently ). 

(b) Articles : 

(1) "Finances of Panchayats in North Bengal - A study" 

in Economic and Political Weekly, No. 9, 1968, PP. 1734-35. 

(2) 11 Rural Leadership Problems - A study of l1ainaguri 

6 

Block", in "Kurukshetra11 , Vol. 17, Nb. 7, .April, 1969, PP.10-11. 

(3) "Rural Dpliftment and Leader Groups - A study of 

l1ainaguri Block", in 11 Kurukshetra11 , Vol. 18, No. 3, Bee. 1969, 

PP. 10-12. 

(4) "Panchayats in the Hills - A study in North Bengal 

Hills", in nKurukshetrau, Vol. 18, No. 10, Jtm.e, 1970, PP. 7-8. 

(5) "Service Con.di tions in Development Blocks - A study", 

in "Kurukshetra", Vol. 19, No. 10, February, 1971, PP. 6-7. 
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(

i: (6) 

in "Yojana", February, 1969, ·pp. 10-13. 

"Development of North Bengal Hill .Areas - A stu.dy11 

\ 
I (7) u Green Revolution, Small Fanners and Rural Cooperatives 

- A study in North Bengal Villages" in "Indian Cooperative Revievr11 , 

April, 1971, Vol. 8, No. 8, PP. 321-32. 

(8) "Service Pr0blems of' Panchayati RaJ in North Bengal 

, - A studyn, in 11 Kurukshetran, V.ol. 19, No. 20, July, 1971, PP.8-9. 

\ (9) 
\ 

"Problems of North Bengal Small Farmers - A study", in 
\ 

\ ttKurukshetra"·, June, 1972, Vol. 20, No. 17, PP. 12-13. 

l 
J (10) l . "Economics of North Bengal Cooperative Farming - A 

· study" in n Industrial and Economic Trade Journal18 , June, 1972, 
i 
! 

Vol. 1, No~ 3, PP. 43-47. 

\ (11) "Vested Interests in North Bengal Rural Credit 

\ Cooperatives - A study", in 11Kurukshetra", Vol. 20, July, 1972, 

) PP. 17-18. 

I 
I (12) "Rural Development and Technologists in North Bengal 
I 
l 
\- A study", in 11 Industrial and Econanic Trade Joumal 11 , July, 

\.1972, Vol. 1, No. 5, PP. 36-37. 

l
j (13) "Women in Rural Devalopment in North Bengal Villages 

- .A study", in "Industrial. and Economic Trade Journal", Vol. 1, I No. 7, Sept. 1972, PP. 33-35, 

I 
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(14) "A Development Project For Landless .AgricUlturists 

in North Bengal - A. studyn, in 11KurUkshetra", .April, 1973. 

(15) ncooperatives and Rural Leadership in North Bengal 

- A study", in 11 Vandar••, JUly, 1973, Vol.. 11, No. 8, PP .15-17. 

(16) "A New Look To North Bengal Rural Co-operative 

Leadership" in "Van dar", Vol. 11, No. 11, Oct. 1973, PP. 31-34. 

(17) 11 Trends in Co-operative 1-1ovement in North Bengal" in 

"Samabay", December, 1973, PP. 6-9. 

(18) 11 c. A. D.P. and Rural Co-operatives in North Bengal 

- A study" in ''Indian Co-operative Revie't·r", April, 1974, Vol.11, 

No. 3, PP. 297-301 • 

.Apart from Bhattacharya, s. N., Lahiri, Chandidas 

I and Chakravorty, Shymal had submitted their dissertations under 

the supervision of Bhattacharya, s. N., on 11 .Agricultural 
. . 

Enterprise in North Bengal - A study in Farm Economy in 

Jalpaiguri District ( 1973-75)11 on 19.1.78 and on ttRural Credit 

- its nature and problems - A study of six villages in a 

Block in Jalpaiguri District ( 1975-77 )" on 26.6.78 respectively 

for the Ph.D. (Arts) degree in Economics of the North Bengal 

fuiversity •. Prof. s. D. Banerjee, .Assistant Professor of 

Political Science, West Bengal Education Service, also 

submitted his Ph.D. thesis under the guidance of Bhattacharya,s.N. 



J on 11 Rural Leadership and Rural Development - A study in 

Jalpaiguri district ( 1973-75 )11 for the Ph.D. (.Arts) degree 

in Political Science of the North Bengal University. Dutta, 

9 

~/-Haripada also sul:mitted his thesis :for the Ph.D. (Arts) degree 

~ in Cammerce of the North Bengal university under the guidance 
L 

of Bhattacharyya, s. N. on "Nature and Problems - A study 

of North Bengal Villages ( 1973-76 ) on 31.8.1978. 

Seven other researchers who had been registered for 

the Ph.D. (Arts) degree in different branches of Social Sciences, 

Political Science, Economics, Sociology and Commerce of the 

North Bengal University, have been working under the supervision 

of Bhattacharyya, s. N. on different aspects of Rural North 

Bengal. As they are in the process of the ccmpletion of their 

respective projects, names of the aforesaid projects have not 

been referred to here. 

Importance of the study --
.~ c . 

i 1.3 

North Bengal. is K_YP ically backward area in the State 

of West Bengal ( North Bengal consists of five districts viz. 

Jalpaiguri, Halda, Gooch-Behar, West Dinajpur and Darjeeling ). 8 

An accelerated rate of growth in these regions perhaps, is an 

imperative need of the hour but unless development truces place 

in a significant manner in various North Bengal villages, it is 

fntile to talk of any real development in these regions • 9 

8 Bhattacharyya, S.N., Rural Conditions in .AgricUltural 
North Bengal, Calcutta University, PP. 1 - 5. 

9 Ibid. 



But development cannot take place in vacuum. It 

needs some institutions/organisations which may be used as 

usefUl infra-structure in the road to development. One of 

such important and crucial institutions is rural credit 

cooperatives for these regions. 10 

What is the nature of rural indebtedness in these 

regions ? What is the extent of the same ? What are the 

10 

·~ problems of rural indebtedness ? How raral credit cooperatives 

have been delivering the goods to the rural people in these 

regions ? What are the problems these societies have been 

facing to contribute in rural growth process ? What is the 

image of these cooperatives among rural people in these 

regions ? 

These and various other questions associated with 

that may be raised in this connection. Not nearly sufficient 

discussions ( vide, section 1.2 of this chapter ) seem to have 

taken place on the aforesaid issues in these regions and hence, 

the study under reference appears to be significant and 

important. This study is expected to cover a gap in the 

availability ef scholarly literature on the subject under 

study to a certain extent in these regions of the State of 

West Bengal. 

Moreover, the study may reveal some interesting 

observations about the way these societies have been behaving 

10 Ibid, P. 185. 
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1m these regions. Such observations may provoke much thought 

and discussions on the subject and may encourage future 

researchers/scholars to undertake further research in this 

field for these regions. It is indeed, believed that there is 

enough scope for the study of this subject in these regions 

particularly so, in the context of the efforts made by these 

regions with development amidst various problems from within 

and without.ll It is further believed that unless one knmrs 

adequately the nature and extent of rural indebtedness and 

hovr rural credit cooperatives have been facing the problem to 

find a square answer for these regions, one may miss much when 

one makes a serious attempt to move the ball in the right 

court in these backward regions in the State of West Bengal. 

Therefore, in the light of the above, it is expected that the 

present study may be considered significant and very important 

indeed. The knowledge and information gathered from the 

present study may be linked with the overall strategy for 

development of the vast countryside of rural North Bengal as 

far as possible and desirable for these regions. 

1·4 Object, Scope and Period of the Study 

North Bengal is typically backward in agricultural 

and economic development at large in the State of West B~~g_§..l._ •... · 
--·- ...-..c.-

'--- -
11 Bhattacharya, s. N., Op cit, PP. 45-46 & 52-55. 
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In recent years, there has been some upsurge in the farm 

sector and same changes are taking place in certain directions 

in the vast countryside of North Bengal. New crops mainly of 

high-yielding varieties are being increasingly cultivated, 

modern inputs like chemical fertilisers and pesticides are 

being extensively used and improved technology is in the 

process of adoption which is, hot'J'ever, slot>T in process.12 

One of the reasons .for this slow progress is 

the lack of availability of' sufficient and timely credit in 

the rural areas of North Benga1. 13 

Not nearly sufficient discussions seem to have ------------------ -------
~tru~en place on the question of knowing nature_~~~~~~ 

~ ~ura~ indebtedness in the vast countryside @f North Bengal 

~.~rd. how credit cooperatives have been facing problems to show 

qp rr their talents in this field. ----·-

~ ~ The present study has been designed to analyse 
~' 
~ nature and problems rural credit cooperatives in J"alpaiguri 

~ district, North Bengal have been .facing to deliver the goods 

to the rural people and where possible and desirable, some 

suggestions have been offered to improve the situation in 

this regard. 

· 12 Bhattacharya, s. N., Green Revolution, Small Farmers and 
Rural Cooperatives - .A study in North Bengal 
Villages, Indian Cooperative Review, ~ril, 1971, 
Vol. 8, No. 8, PP. 322-23. 

13 Ibid. 
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The place of study will cover six villages in the 

district chosen on the basis of a kind of sampling detailed in 

the section to be .folle>wed( vide, 1.6 ) • -

The period of study is 1975-77. 

J.o-
,_ .. 

8e1ec·~~ton- of- the Tcmj~c -·----·· .. ·~-.-·-·------""'--, ......... -------........r---·-
'' 

' 
fe.milies l• n1 tl'l e .--·-:~·=>o-i 'o· Y\l ·1,rl o" e I"' ,s-:-, J o"-\r ·;, -"e :.=-~ ~--; l_l_ .-~ J-~ ~ V_o --.· .l.J ....U. - ~ u L~ ~.., c::_.,.L ~ ._.....1..-

-.. 
1lo

fold 11 sh2re capit2l and the 

· gre2tcr cepend2n ce on loc_ns from -::;he District Banl~ and the Gov_<:rnment, 

sho,.~e!='L '"eakl1e ss of the cooper2.ti ve societies to strnd on their O':~n 

ell tf1e s cnple sociU_es e.re 

ting society, crecht bas not been linked vi th m-:,rk~ting." 16 11tT?l-

~02igv .. ri District Ccnt:r-el Bc-,,n1;: · b.e~s not' :played 2ny cor;1m~hd2ble role in· 

S17_pervtsj_on ·Hhich is mostly entrusted to the Governmerit Officials. 11 17 

11Eisuse of 1o2D-.<.:: \·J2s very co:mYJ.1on •. Lo2.ns c::re diver-ted to consumption 
', 

-our~0ose.s or re:Jc.•rrn.ent 'of debts of privc-:_t,e av)encies c=>.Dd 2lso :fol'! 
..J..; - - '-' - '-

unprociu_ctj_ve purposes 11 18. 

Above obseTvc.tions of Bh2.ttachs:ry-a, .S .F, \·!erE· mrcoe dul~ing 

'T'he p._ J'8.Sfrt1t ·l·p~~osti r·.-,J-o-~ ~ S l'11·'-.~.;~es+p.-l +n -- _- - ... .LV v -ts,c.. \._, _l _L1 . -- lr---..1.. Lt ~·'-.L __ LJ_"- knov ·vh~·.t h2 .. s bee•J 

going on ·vri th -regc;.rd to. c:cedi t cooperc:~-:::±:v-es in the cotrntrysice of tl)e 

sarrtple distl'ict. 
-._. 

-~----·-----~-------------·-----------.__--------------~--------- ... -------~----· 

14. Bhatta9h2rye, 
15. I1Jic1 
\6. Ibid 
17. Ibj_d 
18. roic1 

-~ 1\T · 
\.i 0 -· 0 ' 2. 111 

I 
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SOlE'C2 of SO:Il8 

. . . . t' . ' " ' 1 . 'h . ' . ' d ' ,, ~ · 1.n::~;_;lrs -lons -c.o unoer--c<·~re -c, e proJ ec-c, ~~L. nc:m _. -c,o TrJ.e -~n'e-sen c, 

_:; _ ___: _____ ..,' 

. . 

~ 1-i,·.::e~-'--i :Y·01to" ,r~- ". 11o·r au.,_: tP. snre of. the extent P __ nd n;:>_ture. 'of .such :L - J ~ ,_ l, -- b C. ' - \' '~' ~ L v _ - - , _ 

obser-

Going ·through litcr::'.tu:ce in 1 SeJ .. e ct Bi blic[Sra.ohjf' , 

soxne h:;,ve been· develo~peo ;.r;-l_ich 112.ve been usee~ 2s 2 tool 

to Ul1dertsl<:e the l)I'e.sen.t :;n~oj ect. The -oresent investi·~--;c.tor vms not 
·"- • • L • • ~ 

QUite sure of the r18ture 

2lso felt ~J- .L,_,e S'"'J--e +1·-,1e ~-,~,-=-+ t11"' "'"'o-n,-:.e<.-,-jr'i ·so'·l-rC"''"' 1"'>:1"'-P. c.L· t"l-~· , c.~~ .__._1..:- l·l.~c.u? ) v t.._:_.._.,.: . .._.;...."~C._._._: •. _-L_ .....-0 -'-.'.~.J-- in flu-
' -

enced tbe -present inyestigstor to undertc.ke the present project~ 

-_1_\T_, P._T.'l'_,_-,'e c"'l1 ..:>_, .eY_~.--. P'tlT! 0-:'1 S1LJ Ch l' "L' f']_nen C 0 '·rnl~P. i1 o+ cl """' .,.,]_,r l-·1.-,0"•m +·o _ ~ '--- _ \..! , · .. - _ _ , • . · .• ..;_ -- • J '-' ·.-. C.-_ :_, .. v • _ <J (., .!. J , :' Ll , ' 'v 

uresent invesb.8'c:tor - c. feet \·'}Jj_cll is frc-nkly e.dmi tted here. 

···;. 

1.6 Methodology and Sampling Design 

At the £irst stage, the district was divided into 

three broad zones in considerati0n with their distinct agro-

the I 
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.J /economic dharacteristics like climate, nature or soil, 

)\IV,/ fertility of' land, landholding pattern, average yield of 

,~· the soU, cropping pattern, etc. 

At the second stage, six village in all were 

sampled, the villages being allocated among the zones roughly 

in proportion to the size of cultivating families in each 

f._\3-/ zone. From each zone, two v-illages were sampled. The 
~!.J (' 

~- villages were selected at random from within each zone by 

giving each village a probability proportional to the 

cultivating households in it according to 1971 census. 

At the third stage, after the selection of the 

villages, all the cultivating households of the sa1nple 

villages were listed a.nd arranged in a.n ascending order in 

tel'11l,s of siZe o:f holdings and then the heads of the family 

of all these households were directly interviewed. 

Total sample were : 

Village I 114 

Village II 90 

Village III 70 

Village IV 82 

Village v 48 

Village VI 93 --
497 

For some chapters ( viz. A study of a relationship 

between co-operative credit and AgricUltural Production a.nd 

13 81 

15 



Conceptual Operatives of sample societies ) not all the 

sample farm-families had been considered. The methodology 

for these chapters has been stated in respective places. 

16 

The logic behind considering all the farm-families 

in these villages was that an attempt first of all had been 

made to know the nature and extent of total rural indebtedness 

of these families ana secondly, a further attempt had been 

made to analyse the role of rural credit cooperatives in 

these villages to supply the amount of credit to reduce the 

nature and extent of such total indebtedness, the problems 

faced by these in delivering the goods to these people, etc. 

Therefore, the nature of the study perhaps, needed to take 

up all such families. 

Members of the managing committee of the sample 

cooperatives ware also directly interviewed to gather relevant 

information ( Total sample == 45 ). Total number of sample 

credit cooperatives is five. In one of tae villages ( in V3 ), 

there is no credit society ( vide, sample villages, 

chapter II ). 

1.7 The Uhit of Data Collection 

The unit of investigation for the study is the 

household, which connotes members of a family having a common 

living house, and a common hearth for their meals. 19 

19Ibid P. 15. Sri Dutta also in his study has considered the 
h~usehold as the unit of his investigation. 
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To keep the sample manageable, it was decided to 

interview the heads of all the households of the sample 

farm-families in sample villages. The head of the household, 

. besides being the chief of the family is also identifiable 

frcm the other members of the family as one who pays the 

tax to the Panchayat. 

A household may comprise a single family or an 

extended family, living in separate rooms but sharing a 

common hearth. This family is reckoned to be a unit of secial 

organisation in North Bengal rural communities, and the head 

of the household exercises a great influence on all other 

members. Besides this, the head of the household is 

responsible fer intra and inter-family relationships and is 

thus the representative of his household in the developmental 

activities of the village. The head of the household is the 

chief actor of the :familial group, and is the most 

enlightened person to provide information on village life. 

The decision to interview all the heads of the farm-families 

was taken with a view to avoid the respondent bias or limited 

awareness of the capability of certain individuals. 

1.8 Instruments of Data Collection 

It vras decided to design the follovring schedules : 

Scheduled 1 A 1 , designated as the "Village" schedule, . 

was administered to the sample farm-families to gather select 



information on sample villages. 

Schedule • B', designated as tlae u Cooperative" 

schedl'lle, was administered to members of the managing 

committee of sample credit societies to obtain information 

and data with regard to these societies, relevant for the 

present study. 

Schedule 'C', labelled as "Consumption" 

schedule, was administered to heads of sample farm-families 

to know the consumption expenditure of these families. 

Schedule 'D', designated as ncost of Cultivatic:mrr, 

was administered to heads of sample farm-f'amilies to know 

the cost of' cultivation of' principal crops produced by 

these families. 

Schedule 1 E', labelled as 11 Investment" schedule, 

was administered to heads of' sample farm-f'amilies to know 

the investment expenditure for cultivating the principal 

crops of' these families. 

Schedule • F', designated as 18 Income" schedUle, 
--

18 

rras aaministered to heads of sample farm-f'amilies to estimate 

the income of these :families. 

Schedule 1 G', labelled as "Sources of Finance", 

ac1ministered to heads of sample farm-families to know the 

various sources of finance of' these families. 

Schedule • H1 which is labelled as "Cooperative 

Credit and Agricultural Productionn, vras aam:lnistered to 



sample (vide, chapter on nA study o:r the relationship 

between cooperative credit and agricultural production) 

members and sample non-members to know the relationship 

between cooperative credit and agricUltural production 

through regression analysis. 

Schedule 1 I 1 , designated as "Imagen schedule, 

was administered to the sample ( Twenty members and TWenty 

non-members ) to know the 'image' o:r these cooperatives 

in the sample villages. 

Schedule 1 J 1
, labelled as "Problems" schedule, 

19 

was administered to heads or sample rar.m-ramilies and members 

or the managing committee to lrnow the vari0us problems 

these cooperatives have been raciag to realise their 

objective :for which these cooperatives stand :for. 

1.9 Interview Method 

The interview is a conversation with a purpose 

and thererore, is more than a mere oral exchange or 
in:formation. Its importance arises :from the necessity to 

come into contact with individuals to get access to :facts 

and opinions and to receive them directly :from the persons. 

Where the source is accessible to the investigator, the 

interview is the device_to tap it; and i:r it is not easily 

reachable, the questionnaire is the means. Apart :from 
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accessibility, the controlling factor in the success of 

the interview is_the reaction of the personalities 

involved -- the investigator and the respondent.20 

The present investigator is grateful to his 

promoter who took immense care to train the present 

investigator to possess a basic knowledge of rural set-up 

and the knowledge of the rural economy of the district so 

that he was in a position to in tervievr the respondents 

with success. Such a process of training included a good 

and reasonable knQWledge of the background of the area, 

social life of the villagers, different tenurial status, 

different classes identified among the fanning community 

( Self-cultivator, Bargadar, Self-cultivator Plus Bargadar 

and Self-cultivator Plus Bargadar Plus Hired Labour ), etc. 

and the probable interacting factors in the problem of 

being interviewed. Tme present investigator, however, 

tried as far as possible, to utilise the fruits of such 

training in a meaningful way in the completion of the 

present study and if there were any gaps, he alone was 

responsible for the same. 

1.10 Collection of Data - Scme Problems 

One of the problems appeared to emanate from 

the dearth of requisite data and infol~ation. Collection of 

-----------·------------
20 Ibid, PP. 18 - 19. 

20 
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primary data appeared to be hazardous and the present 

investigator had to face various problems in gathering these. 

Lahiri, Chandidas, 21 Chakravorty, Shymal22 and Dutta, 

Haripada23 also experienced lots of difficUlties in gathering 

data and information for their studies. 

A brief' mention of a :lew such problems may be 

interesting to note in this connection. 

In general, the apprehensive and evasive nature 

of the village people seeme~ to be a great stumbling block 

in the way of meaningful collection of primary data from the 

field. Some of the people did not appear to be adequately 

willing to divulge information to a stranger on the plea that 

those information might create complications leading to their 

suffering. The existence of widespread illiteracy and 

ignorance appeared to create problems in getting precise 

information. 

During the initial stages of the survey, some 

adverse and unpleasant situations had to be encountered which 

were mostly averted by tact and endurance only. The present 

investigator fruitfully remembered that during training 

before going to collect the requisite information his 

-\supervisor very often advised to malt:e it a point that he had 

)to deal with runal people and rural sentiments and hence, 

21 Op cit, PP. 12-13. 

22 Op cit, PP. 20-21. 

23 Op cit, PP. 11-12. 



1) sufficient tact, intelligence, foresight and above all an f . !. amicable and pleasing behaviour to win the hearts of the 

collections, one should not show any sign of desparation 

or displeasure even if such situations might arise. 

Moreover, the present investigator had discussed with 

- Lahiri, Chandidas, Chakravorty, Shymal and Dutta, Haripada 

on the question of the problems they faced during data 

collection from the field for their respective studies and 

how they faced them to find an ·answer to such problems as 

far as possible and it is admitted that such discussions 

·ere purposefUl and helped the present investigator 

~ensely to go to the field with confidence. He is 

grateful to them for their cooperation in this regard. 

Moreover, an introduction to some of the 

prominent members of sample villages by certain well-known 

personalities helped to a great extent to make the situation 

more congenial for the present investigator. These 

influential persons ( social and political leaders ) tried 

to impress upon the rural people the real purpose of the 

visits and requested them to cooperate in all possible ways. 

This procedure appeared to make a favourable impact upon 

them. It helped to efface from their minds many sceptic 

ideas about the purpose of the study. 

The aforesaid strategy paid a rich dividend to 

22 



overcome initial difficulties. The problems eased out 

further due to frequent routine visits to these villages 

and free talks with rural people on personal as well as 

general problems of the locality and these drew them close 

to each other to a certain extent. 
~ 

This resulted positive 

results and gradually it was possible to become a man of 

their confidence who could be often consulted on intricate 

problems of the village. This gave an added opportunity 

to knm1 the rural folks more intensively and helped to 

establish a rapport be~reen the ~ro. 

It may be pointed out here that, these impacts 

were not uniform on all sample rural people and at the time 

of investigations, a few were found to be hard nut to crack. 

They appeared to be a little bit hesitant to express the 

actual condition as they felt on the queries made by the 

present investigator. However, sufficient care was taken 

to see that the investigation was not in any way vitiated. 

1.11 Cencepts and Terms Used 

1~11.1 A Cooperative Credit Society 

The original aim of the cooperative movement 

was to extend and develop some facilities of rural credit 

23 

in India. 25 For the effective elimination of the moneylender, 

--------~-------------------
25 United Nations, Rural Progress Through Cooperatives, 

New York, 1954, P. 74. 
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it was necessary to develop an al tema tive agency which 't.oJ'ould 

canpete ,.,i th him and ultimately oust him. 26 FrO!Il this point 

of view the cooperative credit society, whose motive is not to 

pile up profits but to render valuable service, was considered 
27 

to be the most suitable agency. 

A cooperative credit society, commonly knmrn as the 

primary credit society, may be started with ten or more persons, 

normally belonging to a village. The value of each share is 

generally nominal so as to enable even the poorest ~armer to 

beccme a member. The members have unlimited liability, that is, 

each member is fUlly responsible for the entire loss of the 

society, li~ the event of the failure. This will mean that all 

the members should know_: intimately one another. The management 

of the society is under an elected body consisting of President, 

Secretary and Treasurer. The management is honorary, the only 

paid member being, normally, the accountant ( in case the 

society is large and reqaires a paid whole-time accountant ). 

Loans are given for short periods, normally for one year, for 

carrying out agricultural operations by charging rate of 

interest 111hich is statutorily fixed. Profits are not 

distributed as dividend to shareholders but are used for the 

't'l'elfare o~ the village, in the construction of a well, or 
28 maintenance of a school and so on. 

26 Thorner, Daniel, The Agrarian Prospect in India, 
Delhi University Press, 1956, P. 66. 

27 Khusro, A.M. (e~. ), Readings in Agricultur.;u.nevfirlqpment, ·x. 
Bombay, ~' ,1970, P. 42. f\~\~~_)/ , 

28 Reserve Bank of India, Report on Currency and Finance, -
1973-74, p. 139. 



The village prliaary society is expected to 

promote thri£t among the farmers and secure deposits from 

them. 29 

Considerable attention was given during the 

past few decades to build the primary agricultural credit 

societies inte strong institutions, for "the primary credit 

society continued to remain. the weakest link in the entire 

cooperative structure.n:l) 

Cooperative Central Banks are federations of 

primary credit societies in a specified area, normally 

extending to the whole district ( hence, they are scmetimes 

known as district cooperative banks ). 

25 

State Cooperative Bank, also known as the apex 

bank, forms the apex of the cooperative credit structure in 

each State. It finances and controls the '.vorking of the 

central cooperative banks in the State. It serves as a link 

be~Teen the Reserve Barut o£ India from which it borrows and 

the cooperative central banks and village primary societies 

on the other. 

1.11.2 Cooperative Credit at Primary Society 

The amount borrowed in cash or in kind by members 

29 Report of the Ministry of AgricUlture, D.epartment of 
Cooperation, 1974-75 and Reserve Bank of India, 
.Annual Report, 1976- 77, P. 54. 

30 Report of the Banlcing Commission, 1972, P. 13. 
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from the primary co- operative society for a given period 

have to be paid back along with the interest accrued thereof 

after a stipulated period by the borrewers. 

The amount of credit increases with the failure 

of repayment by the loanee after the expiry or the stipulated 

period. The interest added with the original amount borrowed 

becomes the principal. for the next periOd specified by · 

mutual agreement. Fran that time, the interest ( already 

included in the principal ) eams interest. 

1.11.3 ~ership in Rur~o-operative Credit Society 

Leadership in a .. rural co-operative credit society 

may be defined as influence. More specifically, it has been 

equated with any positive influence act, with behaviour 

required to direct the members of the credit society in the 

cotintryside ; and with behaviour making a difference among 

members. It is conceived in the presence of interaction 

rather than an act by a leader. 

It is a process or focussing ~he attention and 

releasing the energies of the rural p~ple in a desired 

direction by changing motivations or changing habitual modes 

of responding.a~ 

3~ Banerjee; S•D~, 11 RuraJ. Leadership and Rural Development 
-A study of North Bengal. Villages (1973-75)", 
a.thesis submitted for the Ph.D. (Arts) degree 
in Political.Science of the North Bengal 
University, P.· J2. · 



Self'- Clll tivator 

For the present study self-cultivator means to 

cultivate on one's own account-

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

by one's own labour ; or 

by the labour of any member of' one's family ; or 

by servants on wages payable in cash or in kind, 

but not in crop-share under one's personal 

supervision or the personal supervision of any 

member of one's family. 

In the case of an undivided Hindu family, land 
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shall be deemed to be cultivated personally, if it is cultivated 

by any member of such family. 

Bargadar 

Persons who cultivate the land of others on payment 

of rent in cash or in kind are treated as 1 Bargadars' or •tenants~ 

In West Bengal, on the abolition of Zmindari, landlords 

were not allovred to resume lands held by raiyats or under-raiyats. 

Share-croppers ( known as 'Bargadars' or 'Bhagchasis' in 

West Bengal ) were not treated as under-raiyats and no protection 

was extended to them until JUly, 1970 when the West Bengal Land 

Refonns. Act was amended ( it was further amended in 1977 ) to 

accord limited protection to the 1 Bargadars'. 



1.11.6 Fann 

For the present study, a.gricUl tural rarm has been 

considered as a tract or land cultivated by a tenant on an 

agreed or contracted terms and conditions usually determined 

by the law and or local practice or cultivated by the owner 

himself with or without the assistance of hired labour. 

The presence or any g0- between ( there may be cases where a 

person takes lease of a piece of land i.e. rarm and manages 

himself or by others ) has not been considered and in the 

sample families, there is n0 such ramily other than either 

owner, share-cropper or hired lab0ur. 

28 

We have not made any distinction be~neen farm and 

the management ( rann-families ) because of the fact that it 

appears that the rar.ms are either owned or managed or operated 

by the sample farm- families • 

1.11.8 .Attitude 

.Attitudes have a n0mber of criteria. In the f'irst 

place, they always involve the relation of the individual to 

specific situation in his environment. These may consist of 

'object', such as one's automobile ; 'persons', such as oneself 

or another ; 1 groups •, such as the :r amily or the community ; 

•institution', such as a club or a church; and 'values' or 



norms, ~ormed or conditioned in the individual's contact 

with his environment, such as capitalism or socialism. 

In the second place, attitudes are ~or.med or conditioned 

in the individual's contact with his environment. In the 

third place, attitudes have a~~ective properties. They are 

affectively charged because they are usually held in 

connection with such important values as the home, nation, 

temple, etc. In the fourth place, attitudes are relatively 

enduring states of readiness. Lastly, attitud~s are numerous 

and varied as the stimuli to which they refer. 

Every social relationship involves in fact, an 

adjustment of attitudes on the part o~ those who enter the 

relationship. 

1.11.9 Institutions 
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Institutions may be defined as recognised and 

established ~orms of procedure governing the relations between 

individuals or groups. 

Institutions are machinery throUgh which human 

society organises, directs, and executes the mul ti~arious 

activities required to satisfy human needs. 

1.11.10 Customs 

Customs are long established usages or modes of 

behaviour. They refer primarily to practices -- such as eating, 



conversing, shaking or joining hands to greet other people, 

etc. ; -- these have been oft repeated by many generations. 

1.11.11 Social Group 

A social group may be defined as an aggregation of 

individuals who are associated with one another in a certain 

network of reciprocal relationships for a specific purpose 

or a set of purposes. 

1-11.12 Scheduled Castes and Tribes 

While the Constitution of India has abolished 

representation on communal lines, it has included safeguards 

for the advancement of the backward classes amongst the 

residents of India ( irrespective of their religious 

affiliations ), so that the country may be ensured of an all 

rotm.d development. A major section of such backward classes 

have been specified in the Constitution as scheduled castes 

and scheduled tribes because their backwardness is present. 

30 

There is no definition of scheduled castes and 

tribes in the Constitution itself. But the President of India 

is empowered to draw up a list in consultation with the 

Governor of each state, subject to revision by Parliament 

( .Articles 341-342 ). The President has already made orders, 

specifying the Scheduled Castes and Tribes in the different 

States in India. These orders have since been amended by the 



Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Orders ( Amendment ) 

Act, 1956. 

Groups are units of two or more people meeting 

in the same environment or overcoming distance by sOm.e means 
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of communication, who are influencing each other psychologically. 

The distinctive bond of the group is reciprocal psychological 

interaction. 

1-iarginal Fanners 

Those who have landholdings below 2.50 acres. 

1.11·15 Small Farmers 

Those who own land between o.Ol acres to s.oo acres 

are conceived as small farmers. 

1.11-16 Agricultural Labourer 

Cultivators without any landholdings but having a 

homestead and deriving more than fifty per cent of income as 

agricultural wages. 

The small/marginal farmers and agricultural 

labourers should themselves be cultivators. The landholding 

limits will be applied on the basis of ownership holdings, 

ownership being taken on men transferable on heritable rights. 



The family shoUld be treated as a unit for this. In respect 

of share-croppers and tenants such of them as have recorded 

rights should be identified as small and marginal farmers, 

those with substantial off-farm income of Rs. 200/- per 

month or more for the family may not be included. 

Agricultural Innovation 

Innovation involves the degree to which one is 

capable of bearing risk and readiness that makes a cultivator 

an early adopter. 

1.11.18 Agricultural Imitation 

It is the extent to which an individual farmer is 

comparatively slotor to adopt innovations. 

~~;;ts from 1·11.4 to 1.11.18 have been taken 

fran Lahiri, Chandidas 1 s thesis on "Agricultural Enterprise 

in North B.engal - A study in Farm Economy in Ja1paiguri 
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( 1973-75 )11 submitted for the Ph.D. (Arts) degree in Economics 

of the North Bengal University on January, 1978, PP. 16-24. 

1.11.19 Field Research 

PaUline Young in .his ''Scientific Social Surveys 

and Researchn ( P. 87 ) has defined Field Research as "a method 

of discovering specifically and realistically what actually is, 

and not what something should be ; it is a matter of ascertaining , 



intimately social attitudes, values and other forces which 

motivate the person and the group ; a method of depicting 

society as an organic social process." 

1.11.20 Household 

Household means a group of persons, .rp.ales and 

fanales, related or otherwise, having a common kitchen and 

pooling all or part of their earnings and inccmes. 

Head of the household is the person accepted as 

such by members of the household. 

Field Data 

The term '.field data' comprises the facts 

gathered by a direct survey in the field. 

Field data may lead to the collection of currently 

uriknovTn or unavailable facts ; or may relate to .facts · of a 

problem which have not been adequately enquired into ; or 

often, they might be merely in the nature of verification of 

known facts and conclusions. The field data always involve 

direct contact between the·researcher and the investigated 

•subject• or 'field' either through a schedule or a mailed 

questionnaire or interview or observation or case study 

methods. 

Gathering and processin.g data being ra»r and mixed 

needs a special kind Of research ability and qUalities SUCh 

as patience, tact, perseverance and so on. 
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lelle22 Social Survey 

A. F. \'/ells in his "The L0cal Survey in Great 

Britain", Allen and Unwin, London, 1935, P. 13, has defined 

social survey as 11 a :fact- finding survey dealing with the 

nature and problems of' the community." 

The primary aim of' social survey is, in fact, 
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to make an accurate and impartial collection and presentation 

of' facts, the resUlts of' careful observation and not of 

hearsay. It is perhaps, better to regard it as a study of 

social·institutions and activities of a group e:f persons 

living in a particular locality. 

1.11.23 Medium Farmers 

Those farm- :families l>rhich own landholding from 

5.01 to 10.00 acres are considered as Medium Farmers. 

lelle24 Big Farmers 

Those .farm-families which own landholding .from 

10.01 and above are considered as Big Farmers. 

1 ... 11.25 Self Plus Bargadar Plus Hired-Lab~ 

A part of the land is cultivated personally on 

one's own account : (i) by one's labour ; or (ii) by the 

labour of any member of one's family ; or (iii) by hired 

labour under one's personal cultivation of any member of 



one's family and a part of the land o:f the said owner is 

cUltivated by persons who cultivate the land of the aforesaid 

owner on payment of rent in cash and or in kind. 

Rural Credit 

The term rural credit has been used ia a restricted 
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sense. For the present dissertation, it means loans and 

advances, interest bearing or non-interest bearing extended to 

the sample farm-families in cash and or in kind for agriculture 

and allied purposes like animal husbandry, fishery, etc. 

It does not, however, include loans and advances extended 

to rural industries. 

Further, the term rural credit includes loans and 

advances in cash and or in kind from institutional agencies 

like ccmmercial banks, cooperatives, etc~ as well as from 

individuals. 32 

1.12 Plan of this Research Project 

The plan ( arrangement ) of this thesis is 

as follows : 

In chapter I, the problem at hand has been 

introduced. Available scholary literature on rural North 

Bengal, importance o:f the study, object, scope and period 

of the study, selection of the topic, methodology and 

32 Chakravorty, Shymal, Op cit, P. 16. 
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sampling design, the unit of data collection, instruments 

of data collection, interview method, collection of data-some 

problems, concepts and terms used, plan of this research 

project and limitations of this present study have been 

analysed and discussed. 

In chapter II, sample villages in which the sample 

cooperative credit societies have been working, have been 

introduced with a few relevant background information to 
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enable one to appreciate better, the background (socio-economic) 

in which these sample societies are working and it is believed 

that, such an approach may help to appreciate the problem at 

hand better. 

In chapter III, a brief review of the problems of 

rural credit in India and the working of the various agencies 

supplying rural credit in India has been given in the context 

of better understanding and appreciating of the problem 

at hand. 

In chapter IV, organisational structure of credit 

cooperatives in the sample district and the way these are being 

managed have been discussed very briefly. 

In chapter v, the -vrorking of sample primary credit 

societies)in extending agricultural credit, has been critically 

analysed. 

In chapter VI, the nature and problems of recovery of 

the loan of the sample societies have been analysed. 



In chapter VII, varioas £uture plans and 

programmes o~ these sample societies to improve their 

workings for the bette~~have been pointed out. 
~ 

In chapter VIII, an attempt has been made to 

study nature, extent and problems o~ other sources o~ credit 

than those o~ sample societies in sample villages. 

A comparative analysis o~ these various sources including 

the sample societies, has also been made. 

The~, with the help o~ the field results as 

presented in chapters IX, X, XI and XII ( in chapter IX, 

total consumption expenditure, in chapter X, cost of 

cultivation o~·the principal crops produced, in chapter XI, 

an average investment pattern in the cultivation o~ the 

principal crops produced and in chapter XII, income of the 

sample ~ann-~amilies in sample villages during the period 

under study ), an attempt has been made in chapter XIII to 

make an estimate of the credit requirements and credit gap 

of sample farm-families in sample villages during the 

perio~ under study. 

In chapter XIV, a study of a relationship between 

cooperative credit and agricUltural production has been made 

through regression analysis. 

In chapter XV, conceptual operatives of sample 

societies have been analysed. 
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In chapter XVI, mainly on the basis o~ ~ield 

results 0~ earlier chapters, certain concluding observations 

have been made as well as sane suggestions have been o~~ered 

to move the ball in the right court. Such observations and 

suggestions may be subject to revision should more extensive 

data became available in this regard. 

Two Appendices are appended. In Appemdix I, 

select background in~or.mation o~ the sample district have 

been· given in the context o~ better appreciating the problem 

at hand and in .Appendix II, sane o~ the various questionnairs 

used in the completion of the present study, have been given. 

The present study is then not based on armchair 

research. It is primarily based on ~ield research. However, 
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the present investigator wishes to acknowledge his intellectual 

debts to some select books and articles from which he has 

~rui tfl!llly appropriated insights ~or the present work and a 
. .::-

select 'Bibliography' is added for the reasons re~erred to 

above. 

1.13 Limitations of the Present.Study 

(i) The data obtained in the present study were from 

the head of the households of sample ~arm-families in 

sample villages. The reaction of other members o~ 

sample ~amilies were not known directly from them. 



But the information gathered for the present study may 

reveal that the unit or investigation being the head or 

the-households does not affect the essence or the study 

appreciably. 

(ii) Requisite data and information were not always 

available (vide, section 1·10 or this chapter). 

Lack or sufficient and relevant data stands in the 

way or quantification or the data in a more 

meaningfUl way. Enrichment of the 'thesis perhaps, 

has to be sacrificed to a certain extent because 

of lack of requisite data. 

(iii) Various limitations pointed out in appropriate 

places in sane chapters reveal that sane conclusions 

and estimates have been arrived at, which are based 

on guess-work and sane of them even be challenged 

due to methodological and conceptual lacuna to a 

certain extent. 

(iv) The factors cons_idered for the present study do 

not claim to be exhatistive. One perhaps, will have to 

decide whether picking up or some problems for a 

detailed study is a method for studying problems :ror 

a particular institution should be accepted as 

scientific one. To this, it may be said that it 

was believed that the consideration of many problems 

was beyond the capability of the present investigator 
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who apprehended that such an approach might undermine 

the depth and richness o~ the present study, 

if undertaken. 

(v) The period o~ the study may be considered short. 

Before collect:lng data and infonnation for the present 

study when the promoter of this thesis advised the 

present investigator to go to the ~ield ~or a training 

considered required be~ore understanding the problem 

at hand, it was the experience of the present 

investigator that, if the period might be extended 

beyond vrhat had been considered, it might not be 

possible for him to tackle the same ( vide, 1.10 of 

this chapter ). Moreover, it was believed that the 

present study might not be considered as a snapshot 

one and an intensive nature o~ the study perhaps, 

has been reflected through this project as 

presented. 

(vi) The ~indings were mainly applicable to sample 

villages and sample societies though one may say that 

these were selected through random sampling technique 

and may be considered as representative o~ other 

villages in the district. 
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(vii) Some suggest.ions to improve the situation have 

been offered where feasible but it may be said that 

in some cases, they do not so much follow from the 

research and argmnent of the thesis as they do, 

perhaps, from the hopes of the present investigator 

and or from his impression not adequately backed by 

sound indepth studies which may be required before 

putting foTI'lard such suggestions. 
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